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ABSTRACT,
.

Traditionally,-postsecondary education is based on a
selective model in which students:are uniformly expected to benefit.

from the meihods of instructors and their concepts of appropriate
curriculum and educational goals. Under this system, 30 to 70 percent
of all community college students become part of an attrition
statistic. In order 'to adapt education to the student, the entire
;c011ege environment must be analyzed, both for tile factors that cause
student attrition and,for the various 'resources that might be

utilized to meet student needs and to counteract these fictors.,Thia
paper presents bin adaptive education- model, which operates On a
causal stratum and a decision stratum. The causal stratum involies
the identitication of the reasons why students do not attain their
educational goals iU,the particular institution. The decision stratum
involves the construction of a methodology for eliminating causal
factors, including problems in curriculud, evaluation of student'
pertormance, counseling services,.and roles of counselors and
instructors. The model utilizes- a "systems-dynamic" approach,. which
realizes that.theidata elements of both strata are constantly
changing. If,predictors of student euccesS in the present institution

are poor, this model should be able to point out specific changes'
which in turn can Prevent the °projected results.. (DC)
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In the spring of 197), Frank Newman and his associates on the prestigious Task
Force on Higher Education, published their heralded and controversial report
in which-they called for a "serious debate" on several problems in higher edu-
cation. 'One of the problem areas identified by the Task Force, and one of '.ale

most hotly debated points, centeredipn the problem,of attrition and retention.
On the basis of their findings, the Newman Commission contended that less than
half the studenti who enter colleges come odt with'a degree. This is a statis-

tic which the'Task Force linked yith the phenomenal growth of colleges awl uni-
versities over the last twenty years, nurtured by the open access movement in

higher education. Specifipally: the statistics show' that-of the more than one
millionlyoung people who enter,college each year, fewer than half will complete
two years of study, and only about One-third will ever,complete a four-year
course of study.l This is what the Newman group labeled "the paradox of access'''.

The findings of the Newman Task Force Wgre not particularly new. The report,

merely reopened a continuing debate in the higher.edutatioh community which
was now being carried on within a larger context of the'new debate on "account=

ability",and "educational outputs". The problem of attritionwas an ofd prob-
lem--it merely seemed more urgent becausenow taxpayers, parents, legislators .
and many others were asking some new questions. Many within the higher educa-
tiop community itself Were quic21to assume a defensive stance. The National

Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities immediately began to pro-
duce a different analysis of the Newman group's data; and other educational
associatiorA, notably the American Council on Education, joined in the debate
with different facts and figures,And, of course, different conclusions. Even,

these reports, however, left little room for co,-4'ort. 4.

one of the ACE sponsored studies, Alexander Astin utilized a representative

le of 217 institutions. All of the students in the survey entered college'
in the fall of 1966 and four-year follow-up data. were secured during the fall

ofd 1970 and the winter pf 1970-71. Various measures of "retention" were used

. but the most prehensive was that a student was counted as "retainer if he
or she had " Ailed the bachelor's degree, was still,enrolled for work toward

a degree, or !lad transcripts gent to another institution."2 Of course, some
students never useethe transcript or, if they did,.dropped out of the insti-

tutions to which they transferred. Using even these very general criteria,

- only 65.9 percent of all sfludents who went to two-year colleges and 81.2 pers....?'
cent of all students who went to four-yearcolleges and,universities were /
retained. Thus, approximately 20.percent of those attending four-year colleges
and universities dropped out of school.

Just recently, ACE has produced a new study, wauthOred by Elaine H. 'Et-Khawas
and Ann S. Bisconti,-called "Five and -Ten Years After College Entry".3 This is..

a 156-page report based on questionnaire data on 24,590 of the -71:6,51 fresh-

men enrolled at four-year colleges and universities in 1961, and 26,618 of the

A paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Community College Social Scie
Association, Dallas, Texas, November 8, 1974. . .
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1,109,524 freshmen'enrolled at,four-year and two -year schools in 1966. The
overall cc=,nclusi:cin ofthe st,zdy,is that most co;lege students tend up earning
an undergraduate de&ee within ten years after they first enter college, even
though they tend (increasingly) to "-stop,out" for a while. (This -is confirma-
tion of a phenomenon that wac first notedby K: Patricia Cross several years
ago:4 today's students--don't just drop out; they tend to "stop out" and then
go back, and finish* up after a few years' rest.) This study, which ACE claims
to be the firse.national longitudinalstudy of college students encompassing a
ten-year span, reports that 80 percent of the 1966 freshmen had, in fact,,earned
some kind of degree by 1971. Further, the report indicated that many of those
who ha& trot earneu a degree in 1971 were still planning on finishing up at some
time in the future.

Thereeusome other'interesting findings which will be new grist for the old
mill. The study reported remarkable similarities between the 1961 and 1966 co-
hort groups, relative to values, goals, and "practically identical" long run .

- degree plans, graduate fields of study, and career aspirations. Women, in ad-
dition to earning higher grade point averages than men, are more likely to com-

. plete their degree work in four years' time. Nevertheless, large numbers of
women "stop out".for a while too, so that overall, it-is becoming increasingly
unrealistic to expect the att inment of a baccalaureate in a four year period.
Moreover, and significantly, or both groups, one-fourth of the dropouts left
college in.the first 16 months, and the peak attrition occured within the first
two years of matriculation. This is particularly important for two-year initi-.,

--'\ tutions to note.. Since the author, are pritarily interested in the numbers and
percentages of students who ,finish with degrees, notImuch,separate attention is
paid to the achievement patterns of those who entered two-yearSchools to begin
their education. Nevertheless, the Trealth of data in the 155 separate tables '

have much potential for further analysis. Still, At Might be noted that six
ears after entering college,"fuily 30 percent of the 196 freshman ohort had

not yet earned an associate degree or its equiiralent.

, As'might:now be noted, analysis and interpretation of the '!drop out" statistics
or the "stop Cut" phenomenon can go on endlessly, and any number of conclusions
caknabe'draWn from the sameedata. Comparative studies.are almost impossible le-
cause'of the great discrepancies in the initial definition of ,terms. Does "re-

' tention" refer to a cohort of students who end with a degree regardless,of the
number of institutions or the number of years it takes them? Or is retention
bet measured within a single institution and within the traditional'time frame.
-of four years?- Does "attrition" refer to patterns of progress toward a degree
regardless of the expectation of the students upon entering the institution?
Or, does attrition refer even more specifically to students leaving between

.terms or even in the middle of a term? What about the "transfer" phenomenon?
The whole disciission of the trasnfer function'of the two-year curriculum as-
sumes that the movement is.alWays in one direction: to the senior institution.
Yet, in a study made in one state, almost as many people transferred into com
munity colleges as transferred outof them.5

Whatever the definition of the terms, it can be noted that the broader the
\parameters.of the definition, the greater will be the number of students "re-
tained": For our discussion, however, focused upon the two-year open access
community college, our definition of the term "attrition" need only be speci-
fied to make reference to the student's lack of success in achieving the ob-
jective he sets for himself upon entering the school. A number of students,
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The point of Lei., t .t :h :,-a;irenent ol* "attrition" 'rates must take into

account tit(' f,x.iet i- 1.- f stuJents when they enter the instituLion.. In the

open door cpmml,rdt:, college, anything else, ,such as foolhardy efforts to mea-

sure attrition Dy 2 intiro! the aumbei- of degrees earned, i$.111-advised and
self-defeating. ,IThvertheless, when all this has been said; "the fact remains
that attrition ca"es in -,ne community college, even when properly defined apd /
measured,'%re hii7n, pers :Ilamingly so. The previously cited studies, and

others,_indicat tnat somewhere between 30 and 70 percent of all studelit who

enter v_manity c-.)11e's beome part of an attrition- statistic, that is, they

do not achielc:what they setlout to accompliiIhr This raises all sorts o ques-

tions aboau tae nature of the education that such colleges are offering, d

most of is cr'.1 ri:-nLiY c....c.c:rh:f24 anout lawering the rates. '116weier, it i im-

portant to afp'r09..n tl4,_ mater with perspective. For our purposes hzIre, t e

term attrition wil rc'er toy the students who leave school, for whatever r ason,

having fail2.1 'citic'.re what they set out to. accomplish, whatever that cbjec-

tive. this Is i* ,r ,-...n- be-a,:s, with Ciis perspective, programs to cut at id-

.

tion then .t re e'n--',rnt-d notion the basis of predictor models, but (Rn the ba-

sis'of facili.',atn- 7.1,1ent ailliew:ment ;whatever their goals and howe(ver often

their objectives :llar;7e.
1/4

,

One al.sc na:: ,, J-)1.-:n.o- l.lie probicm with caution. Attrition is not one prob-

lem, bul, re, l.-,-:.,:: a eoL,nf ,f interacting fa tors, which :present to the aea-

0 demic admini..ti--J.tcr t'ingicu-cituation in wbi it is increasingly difficult

to identify lIs:r-le .v-!. :aa factors and hence p apply discrete solutions. The

"problem" 'tux..., a' ';', ;,e a maze of interacting difficulties, each of which is

but a sympt,;.:1 :-*
-r.isic isstitutional maluic* rather than a separate indepen-

dent .entity. L 'i,Q1,. L,, eralicate the individual' symptoms without fully diag-

nosing the i 1,-,1c :,:-J-1.-0 like,ty will lead tothe breaking out of new difficul-

ties in Ut,.r! lari. of t' e complex nct demonstrably linked to the original

action. The p:;,r,I.?, ,-van in the "value-added" theory of education, is one of

an,institun -,'a:,tiz,,: its re,,c-pt-ce:; by its failure to assist its students to

realize their lei!itimate eati-:2nal expeCtations. The problem is a wide rang-

ing one for tte c mr,_-,..11,1- -e community college because the students who walk

through thesopen aoor 1-1:_v Irucn a wide range of expectations, not to mention
and talents.

Thus, one ,. a;s,_mT7Inno ab,.utthe causal factors t-hini attrition

has to do litn ha6h degree of aggregation. The rich heterogeneity of

the open door sl...en%'pNiuiation, particularly' in the urban betting, with its

mosaic or dlTerent environments tInd levels of development, implies a corre-
sponding netrogeneity :n the need for and motivations behind learning. Stu-

dents borne to and exit from the institution for a/a kinds of reasons. The.



yarious c;.._ .'t moAel represent dVera(e: which can
npver ;- ry a nor be ue.i t)
app t ae,?riptiIn for any 'spcci.fie group or students. ya,c-

e tors fer e%;-ine: ev%i,,att.d in tree context of defined Audent e4pecta-
,tions V the -*Arne, an effort must he made in the institu-
tion to identiry eed -a,:e4oriz,e. there expectatiens, and analysis ofd attrition
later must men.,ur the achievements of specific groups against their stated

4objective.-; wnen arrivinr.

'In an aT*re:ji-t-: tn in titution ni4t. Le divided into a set number. of
Imutually0e.teracYt:er: intt2r.i*endent se&ent, each,lirith a distinct degree
of ideological, e,okomic dna environmental coherence. The model should not
Dresuppose he trAditienai arrangements between the diwiplinesor between
"academic" and 'support" Nn ions. The model is based not so much on a mul-
ti-level, hierarchical met:.od, but operates on a causal stratum and a decision
stratum, each of ,,rhf.h i5 provided with a series' of levels which vary ,in accor-
danee with the type and cmplexity of the service system under study. For ex-
ample, the':k!ausal ,:'.-ratum may have a geophysical dimension (including physical
plant, environmrmt. and transportation networks); a technological dimension
(including tuition ani `re structures, and student influence on detision mak-
ing); ant'a,:.;ocial dimension relating to the level of consonance between the
ethno-social profile-of students and the goals and pace of the institution.

--
Once the egment.: (Di: the c.ausal stratum are identified, a methodology for s.

attack on Lthe specific factors can be constructed. And, just as the initial
analysiel ,c,,P the prob_1?m yields the conclusion that the setting is a gomplex
one with- an aggr.i_,gqte number of interacting factors, the,dedision making struc-
ture must similarly reflect A.highly multivariant system. The approach sug- ,

gestea nere might be 'called the "systems-dynamic" method. This approach takes
into account the riame*cgmplexitieq of factbrs on the causal stratum. It is
also based on fired issumptions that become operating principles on the deci-
sionmakin,: level.

First, tne gill :Jb tentative and'incomplete. Only a few institu-
tional variable: c importance need be 141:ed. Restriction to quantifiable data
will Make it imposcfb4 to include 'extraneous factors or' to allow explicitly
for changes in value. Even for the variables employed, data will often remain
inadequate, and therefore" conclusions tentatiye.

Second, a ,f7ioha:, ai:tt;reration of causal factors has been made on the basis of
the varialles to -be included. This ha:; the Limitation that the conclusions of
the model cannot apply unCorrItly in an essentially heterogeneous world. ,The .

object of the model, therefore, io not to give specific policAguidance, but to
allow Qveralreflection r-n the material condition of the universe of students
involved. Later, work will be requiged to disaggregate, deepen, extend, and
refine the conclu6ions.

Third, the dangers o' extrap-lation are appreciated, particularly when °tie is
examining exponential phenomena as is often the casein student attrition.
Thus, and most impertant, the model ip not to be prescriptive, but is to indi-
cate what might result if institutional policies and practices remain unchanged.
Consequences of policies can never be accurately predicted, but some results
can be foreseen as trends are linked to specific practices within an institu-
tion.
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Decision making within this context is usually bathed in uncertainty. Objec-

tives may to more or less clearly defined,,political and ideological princi-

ples respected, and statistical viata and qualitative analysis-may be to some

extent available. Action is then based on a human assessment of these, and
it draws upon the accumulated experience as to the probable consequences .of

the various options through a process which is partly intuitive. The normal

mental mode of the decision maker is usually relatively simple. Its great hu-

man qualities are intuition, pc.st experience, and political, psychological, and

social judgment. It may not, however, be able to assimilate multiple variables

with certainty. It is, therefore, crucial that the systems-dynamic method

_should reinforce these human qualities with analyzed data and some degree of

qualitative interaction of the variables, making possible projections and ex-

plorations of alternatives.

With consonance between the analysis of attrition factors on the causal stra-

tum and the'operating assumptions on the decision making stratum, we can con-

c.lude by stating the working hypothesis which is the subject ofthis paper.

Once again, the hypothesis '.s consistent with the systems-dynamic method by

which we Are approaching the problem. And, it is consistent with some other

concasions that have been reached in other quarters about the predictability -

of student performance in college, namely, that prediction of success in,col-

lege is very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. Relative to the prob-

lem of student attrition, and particularly in the open accessCommunity college,

the working hypothesis is this: the aim of the model must be prophylactic and

not prophetic. It is really a simple principle to remember. If predictors of

student performance are so poor, our model to attack the multivariant and'aggre-

gated causal factors of student attrition should be able to,point out specific

changes which in turn can prevent the Projected "results.

If high rates of student attrition,in our open'access community colleges are

an indication that we are failing in our effort to assist students to achieve

their educational objectives, perhaps 'it'is because, unwittingly, the policies

and pract44es of our institutionsoare based upon a selective model of education

which remains the foundation of our philosophy. Traditionally, all systems of

edrication inthis country have served a selective function. At each level,

large numbers of students are screened out through testing, grading, and other

techniques. This orientation is thoroughly reinforced by a reward system that

is founded on graduate education and research. Accepting the philosophy that

supports'them, j'aculties ac mmodated the "new students" to higher %duration

grudgingly,..expanding'on lightly the traditional version of the_ curriculum.

The large numbers of stude s who cannot become involved Meaningfully are as-

sumed' not to belong in school at all. "Maintaining high 'standards" then becomes

an excuse for not caring about the Fate of those "left out" students. Ando the

comfortable assumptions 'remain intact. Selective,education is so apDkaling be-

cause it does not require very much intuitive understanding of the requirements
,...A

for intellectual and personal development.

The power and pervasiveness of .the selective'education model is reflected in

,and founded upon the 'wide' reliance of higher education on admissions testing.

The prestige and poweriOfthe educational testing industry have been used to

justify college admissions procedures and to support traditional educational

practiced. Kears of research and great technical sophistication have gore into
the creation of selection instruments such as the SAT and ACT. Yet, years of

research have failed to demonstrat

\
a substantial relationship between achieve-
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ment on these tests and success in college.6 Nor has success in college been
correlated with success in later life.? Yet. the util;zaticn of 'the test
scores goes on.

Meanwhile, the fabric of American society has changed. Civil rights confronta-
tions, disillusionment about Viet Nam, the temptations of the'drug gultUre, a
generation of affluence, all combined to shake the established values socie-

ty in wtich higher educatiog Participates. Higher education; however, has now
begun to reflect seriotis symptoms of the inefficiency of its operating model
of selectivity. The dfop out rate'hationally, as we have noted,' i:emains annu-
ally at 50 percent; those students who do graduate often have-no clear idea of
where they are headed or what competence they possess; and ever greater numbers
of students think of themselves as marginal individuals with little personal
worth or social value. With all the conflicting Subcultures among college youth
today, perhaps the one unifying then*, among them is a consensus about the inap-
propriateness of the selective model, with all its competiveness, in which high-
er education has them trapped. For many, the only viable alternative they see
is to leave.

As a result, higher education is faced with significant discrepancies between
its operating assumptions and its commitment's :to certain objectives. The em-

phasis through most of the 1960s was on production to meet the ever expanding .

needs of American society, with our. national survival linked at times to the
ebntinued growth of higher education. The pressure to conform to ,the presumed
and real needs ofAmeriCa's post-industrial society was so great that no time
was left for cr.itical reassessment of basic assumptions. Thus, in spite of
ever- easing enrollments, the basic assumption, the selective'education mo-
del, femaerined largely intact.°

Today, the selective model of education is failing precisely because it cannot
come to grips with large enrollments of diverse students, particularly those in
the community colleges. Glaser, assess4pg the failure of standard measures of
apitude to predict pe-foande, has argued that adaptive education will take
the place of selective education.9 Adaptive education requires that an insti-
tution have-extensive-knowledge of each student's background; talents, and
interests so that it might develop alternative meal* of learning to maximize
the student's success. The educational environment }Gust provide a rich vaxi- :
ety of instructional methods and new ways of evaluation.

The new model must account for both the continuing valuable Pole of the faCul-'
ty and the increasing demands by students and the public that undergraduate'ed-
ucation be more attuned to the.realitieslof contemporary society. Such a model
must account torthe needs of our educational system to be seleitiie in the
sense of certifying certain levels of competence, and at the same time take re-
sponsibility for educating evei-y student. Fulfilling this latter responsibil-
ity will. necessitate a much clearer understanding of the requirements for in-
'tellectual and personal development.

At present, teaching in the community college is continually being subverted
by the pressure to credential competence coming from the philosophical basis
of selective education. But, large numbers of students in the community college
are not adequately prepared or sure enough of their goals to meet the standards
created"by the faculty in their unaergraduatectourses. Thus, the faculty As
presented with the impossible task of maintaining standards of "academic excel-

7 $04
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lence" while also workingwith students who cannot meet those standards for one

reason br another. A new kind of instruction is required to work with students

to prepare them to meet the standards of the credentialing,process.

Similarly, the traditional type of counseling service is doomed to failure be-

cause of unrealistic expectations on the part of students and'its isolation

from the activities of the classroom. No matter how sensitive itd people are,

and no matter how broadly its role is defined, the isolated counseling:center

will fail so long as it 'reflects theundergirdir4 selective education model.

A new model is needed with at least two components: new typed of learning ex-

. periences tor which students can receive assessment toward academic credit,snd

defined faculty responsibilities to advise teams of students committed to build-

ing new instructional progran's appropriate to their - needs.

The distinction'that is ordinarily made bet,ween student services and the formal

curriculum is the source of much of the difficulty. As long as this arbitrary -

distinction is maintained we cannot hope-to achieve the'goals of adaptive edu-

cation. The organizational split between student services and the formal cur,

riculum will Perpetuate the status quo. Traditional departmental or even col-

lege-wide structures do not focus on the stAldent as a developing human being.

Departments and colleges are discipline oriented. In algraduate department,

that orientation is inevitable if not justifiable, as emphasis is placed on the

accumulation of credit hours without regard to the impact on,the student.

Traditional educational structures also ignore the problem of where the student

goes after he leaves the program.. This total disregard for both the manpower

needs of society and the career goals of ,the student is one of the most serious

omissions in contemporary community college educption. This issue draws the

critical attention of both parents and the legisliture. Adaptive education Ire-

quires that the institution take direct responsibility for helping the stud"rt

make optimal use of educational opportunities. .AttentioN must be paid to the'

individual learning style'of the student and the range of instructional experi-

ences available to him. The key is the emphasis 9n the continuous interaction

between the two 10
,

Th adaptive model is based on the principle oeinteraction and dialogue. The

decision maker and his analysts can even use the computer to work out the pos-

sible consequences of certainspotential decisions or to proVide alternative

scenarios to assist in coming to decisicns. For the computer, too, is based on

the principle of contextufil uncertainty. Hete the systemstaynamic rejects, any

ambition predetermine the decision. The computer is simply a tool to rein-

force and speed up human competence in decision making; it is an extension

that competence and in no way a replacement for it. For even then, decisions

are always based on incomplete and ever-changing data, and the data selected

and assumptionwmade will always reflect the values and*diapositions of those

who select and assume. Aftei all, that is why we still select presidents and

not computers to run both ciur country aryd our institutions of higher education.

This is the systems - dynamic approach in action. If our colleges are.to resPbaa

to'the changing demands of society aka the various needs and expectations of our

diverse students, radical changes will have to be made. In'the process, the ag-

gregate of factors for, student attrition on the causal level will be met,

capacities for decision making can keep pace with the shifting demands of tihe



student population. To achieve a stance of adaptive education in the open ac-
cess community college, the entire college environment must be analyzed, both
for the factors that mitigate against the student making progress toward his
educationaligoal, and for the constellation of resources that might be mobilizei
to meet the needs of a greatly enlarged student constituency diversified in mo-
tivations, values,. and interests. In the process, the existing curriculum,
which is ikely grounded in the selective philosophy of education, must be dras-
tically m dified to permit the students to optimize their own potential for in-
tellectu _.. growth and personal development.

This model of adaptive education is based on the systems-dynamic approach to
the plroblem of student attrition. Where attrition is concerned, the strategy
and policies must be prophylactic. Causal factors are isolated which prevent
students from achieving their goals, and decision making proceeds on the basis
that Changes can be introduced to prevent the results of those forces. The pro-
phetic approach in the community college will not work. Effort, time and money

,,should not be spent in predicting why will succeed and who will not. The assump=
tion is that anyone can and everyone-should succeed in his legitimately estab-
lished educational goals, and the resources of the institution are then organ-
ized to facilitate that.

'Newman, Frank, et. al., Report on Higher Education (U.S. Dept. of HEW,
Office of Education, March 19,6), Ch. 1. These approximations were derived
in and from a variety of sources, noted in Footnote 7,pp 87-88.

2Astin, A. W., College Nopouts: A National Profile (American Council
on Education, Research Reports, Vol. 7, No. 1, February 1972), P. 41.

3E1-Khawas, Elaine H. and Bigconti, Ann S., Five and Ten Years After
College Entry (American Council on Education, Research Reports, Vo:h. 9, No. 1,

19710..
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Base, 1973), 169.

6Cf.... Holland, J. L. and Richards, J. M., "Academic and Non-Academic

Accomplishment: Correlated or Uncorrelated?", Journal of Educational Psy-
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chology,.1965, Vol. 56, pp. 165-174.. See also, Lavin, D. E., The Prediction

of Academic,Ferformance: A Theoretical Analysis and Review of Research (New

York: Russell Sage, 1965)..
7Hoyt, D. P., The Relationship Between 'College Grades and Adult Achieve-
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